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DOT’s Discussion of Cost Estimate Reductions for 
Construction (i.e., “Hard”) Costs 

 
Summary 
The Department of Transportation (DOT) has determined that construction costs have 
decreased, on average, approximately 16%-24% over the last several years. DOT’s 
conclusion stems from comparing DOT’s actual construction costs versus its 
engineer’s estimates, and also looking at the trend in the Caltrans Price Index (CPI) 
and the Engineering News Record (ENR) Building Cost Index (BCI) data over the 
same time period. 
 
Analysis 
The Caltrans CPI spiked in 2006 and has declined by 26% through 2010. In contrast, 
the ENR BCI increased in a more constant and incremental fashion from 2006 through 
2010 totaling an increase of 12% over that period, or roughly 3% per year (see Chart 1 
below).  Note that both indices have ended up in roughly the same place since 1989, 
although they took quite different paths to get there. 
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Chart 1 – Caltrans CPI and ENR BCI Comparison 

 
Given the dramatic decline in the CPI back to 2004 levels, DOT believes that a review 
of its assumptions of unit prices for key construction cost components (e.g., asphalt-
concrete, roadway excavation) is appropriate. 
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DOT used the following methodology to assess the accuracy of its current cost 
estimates and to determine how much in aggregate, they should be lowered or raised: 
 

 Select several bid summaries from recently awarded CIP projects within the 
County of El Dorado, representing various types of projects recently constructed 
(i.e. HOV, Interchange, AC Overlay etc...); 

 Evaluate the Bids for consistency (i.e. bid item comparison, weighted items, 
etc...); 

 Perform a statistical analysis (i.e., remove the low and high bid and calculate the 
average bid total of the remaining bids). 

 
The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 1 below: 
 
Table 1 – Engineer’s Estimate vs. Average Actual Bid Cost Comparison 

Project 
Name 

Project 
No. 

Project 
Type 

Bid Date Engineer’s 
Estimate 

Average Bid  
% Diff. 

US 50 / HOV 
Lane Phase 
1A 

53110 High 
Occupancy 

Vehicle 
Lane 

10/30/2008 $ 33,470,346 $ 27,836,990 (16.83) 

Missouri Flat 
Inter-change 
Phase 1B 

71336 Interchange 10/21/2009 $ 32,081,371 $ 27,263,360 (15.02) 

Silva Valley 
Pkwy 
Widening 

72370 Roadway 9/10/2010 $ 1,158,300 $ 642,852 (44.5) 

Latrobe Rd 
Overlay 

72182 AC Overlay 9/2/2010 $ 899,586 $ 794,182 (11.72) 

Newtown Rd 
Overlay 

72184 AC Overlay 8/5/2011 $ 840,618 $ 899,604 7.02 

Tennessee 
Creek at 
Green Valley 
Rd 

77109 Roadway / 
Bridge 

2/18/2011 $ 3,666,192 $ 2,902,096 (20.84) 

 
The range of “% Diff.”, i.e., percentage difference, between the Engineer’s Estimate 
and Average Actual Bids, ranged from +7.02% to -44.5%, with an average of -16.98%. 
If the two AC Overlay projects are removed from the analysis, (because these types of 
projects are not in the TIM Fee Program), the average difference of the remaining 
projects is -24.3%. 
 
Because construction costs are just one component of a project’s total cost, to arrive at 
an average overall percentage reduction that could be applied to the entire TIM Fee 
Program, DOT took the -24.3% (the average percentage difference calculated above) 
of 62% (the average construction cost as a % of total project costs) to arrive at an 
overall reduction of 15%. Note: The 62% figure comes from an analysis of 30 DOT CIP 
projects completed between 2002 and 2010, costing between $20K and $36M each. 
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The results of that analysis showed that construction costs averaged 62% of the total 
project costs. Reference chart below and attached summary table: 
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Conclusion 
Based on the above analysis, DOT proposes to reduce the total costs of most of the 
unconstructed projects in the TIM Fee Program by 15%.  
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Capital Improvement Program (CIP)  

Cost Estimate Review Cost Committee Hard Costs Summary Only.  

 

HARD COSTS EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 

The committee analyzed three different methods in reviewing the hard costs. These methods are similar to 
current County cost estimating procedures. Based upon the analysis the Cost Committee recommended 
that all of the hard costs be reduced by 25%.   

This analysis only looked at the hard costs of construction, the soft and right of way costs analysis will be 
completed later. The County staff has determined that the net result of the adjustment for the 25% 
reduction of hard costs to the program would equate to a conservative net costs reduction of 10%. Though 
the actual number is around 15%, the County staff indicated they would like use the conservative 10% at 
this time. (See attached Agenda dated 7/14/11) 

BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS: 

On March 24, 2011 a kick off meeting was set up by the El Dorado County Department of Transportation 
(DOT) to investigate and review the cost estimates in the Capital Improvement Projects.  DOT proposed 
to work with the CIP Cost Estimate Review Committee (Cost Committee) in reviewing the CIP cost 
estimates for accuracy. 

The purpose for this process was to ensure that the CIP project cost estimates are of high quality and more 
importantly reflect current and accurate costs. In addition, this process would promote understanding and 
appreciation for the complexities and requirements for cost estimating for public improvements and 
recommend new tools and techniques to improve DOT’s estimating capabilities. 

DOT staff and their roles will include responsibilities and deliverables associated with a third party 
review of the detailed cost estimates for the projects proposed for the 2011 CIP projects as well as 
completed CIP projects. More specifically the Cost Committee concentrated on the TIM fee projects that 
are part of the 2011 overall CIP program. 

Bob Slater and Matt Smeltzer and their associated Project Managers would be called upon to answer all 
projects within the 10 year CIP. While Craig McKibbin is the overall coordinator of for this effort and his 
planning team developed all the “Future” projects beyond the 10 year CIP. Steve Kooyman and Claudia 
Wade have now taken on Mr. McKibbin’s role since his retirement. 

DOT provided information and necessary backup to the Cost Committee. Access to this information was 
available through appropriate links set up by DOT staff.  

At the kick-off meeting the committee and DOT staff agreed that it made no sense to look at all of the 
CIP projects and that we should initially look at a representative sample of projects. DOT provided a list 
of those projects to the group. (See attachment). 

At our April 14, 2011 meeting the Cost Committee had reviewed the list of projects that DOT staff had 
provided at the 3/24 meeting and the Cost Committee agreed to do preliminary reviews on 13 projects. 
Some of the discussion points from that meeting were; should we just adjust all the CIP projects per the 
current Caltrans cost index?  Should we review soft costs, right of way costs and construction costs at the 
same time or individually? The Cost Committee agreed to first review the hard construction costs only. 
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In reviewing the hard costs from actual bids to the current Engineers estimates, there are several specific 
lines items that would have to be reviewed. It was agreed by doing this it would not adversely impact the 
outcome if we were to look at specific line items. DOT staff and the Cost Committee agreed to review 
those line items that were consistent with the County’s Method A estimating guidelines. There are 5 line 
items that we would compare our estimates to:  AC, AB, Roadway excavation, PCC Sidewalk and PCC 
curb and gutter. 

At our May 5, 2011, DOT provided excel spread sheets for 4 projects, including the bid summaries and 
the engineer’s estimates at the time of the bid.  In addition, DOT provided information on currently 
constructed projects and the differences between what the bids were and the Engineers estimates.  

The Cost Committee came up with three methods in comparing actual bid costs to the Engineer’s estimate 
as outlined below:  

Method A- The Cost Committee compare the actual total bid costs to the total Engineer’s estimated 
cost. 

Method B- As outline above, the Cost Committee compared the 5 specific line items in the bids 
consistent with the DOT Method A. 

Method C- This was based upon both the Caltrans Cost Index and the Engineers New Record (ENR) 
index. However, the ENR index without a reset to the original program start date has further inflated 
perception of index increases. For example from 2004 to 2010 Caltrans was downs 2.9% while ENR from 
2004 to 2010 is up 27.4%. Applying ENR halfway through the program without a reset to the start date 
has not accurately represented either index.  

At the May 26, 2011 meeting the Cost Committee completed their review and submitted their findings 
regarding the costs comparison. (See Attached Analysis). The following was the Cost Committee 
conclusion based upon each of the Methods: 

• Method A: By comparing the total costs for the Engineers estimates to the low bid, the low 
bids were for 26.2% to 52.6% less than the Engineers estimates. The average of the four selected 
DOT projects resulted in the 40% lower number than the Engineers estimate. However, based 
upon a weighted average we found that bids had come in at 34.2% less than the Engineers 
estimate. 

• Method B: We also looked at the sampling of the selected line items. In that analysis it was 
determined that based upon a weighted average, we found that the line items had come in at 
29.9% less than the Engineers estimates. 

• Method C: By using the current Caltrans Cost index, costs have come in 26.2% less than at 
the peak in 2006. 

The Cost Committee also looked at the two projects after the construction of the project was completed. 
The Cost Committee compared the total Engineers estimate to the lowest bidder. This analysis showed an 
average of 32% less than the Engineers estimate.  The final construction costs after all change orders were 
processed still came in at 24% lower than the Engineers estimates. 
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CONCLUSION: 

Based upon the three methods outlined above, costs were coming in anywhere between 34.2% to 26.2% 
lower than the Engineers estimates.   

The three methods analyzed the costs of projects coming in at the time of bidding, the Cost Committee 
also looked at a comparison of the Engineers estimates to final constructed projects costs. Two of the 
most recent projects were reviewed.  That analysis had determined that the constructed projects came in 
24% lower than the Engineers estimates.  

It could be justified that all the costs be reduced by the average of 30% of the three methods. The 
Engineers estimates do include contingencies for change orders in their estimating. However, to be 
conservative the Cost Committee concluded that a reduction in the County’s TIM/CIP costs estimates be 
reduced by 25%.  

The County provided information to the Cost Committee that indicated approximately 62% of the 
Program was available to be removed or reduced in some form or another.  (See attachment). However, as 
explained by staff, a 25% hard cost reduction does not necessarily translate to a program wide 25% cost 
reduction. Due to reimbursement commitments, already-expected funds, an indirect relationship between 
soft/hard costs and for many other reasons, a 25% reduction in hard cost translates to only a 15% 
reduction in the program costs. Based upon that information provided by DOT, staff recommended that a 
conservative net of 10% reduction should be used for an adjustment, even though the actual Cost 
Committee findings translate to a 15% reduction.  (See attached Agenda dated 7/14/11) 

Additional reductions are expected to be available through further investigation of the following, but not 
all of these avenues have been fully reviewed at this time: 

- Potential removal of specific projects which may not be required from the fee program 

- Potential reductions in right of way costs 

- Potential reductions in soft costs 

Potential project specific cost estimate reviews which refine the accuracy of previous estimates or update 
project assumptions based on new information. 
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DOT’s Discussion of Cost Estimate Reductions for 
Right of Way Acquisition Costs 

 
Summary 
DOT is recommending an overall cost reduction of 4% for eligible projects in the TIM 
Fee Program, as a result of falling real estate prices. 
 
Analysis 
DOT has analyzed right of way acquisition costs for projects that were recently 
constructed, bid, or that have recent appraisals. There is a wide range in the right of 
way acquisition costs per square foot. The range is a function of a variety of factors 
such as the area of the County the real estate is in, its associated zoning (e.g., 
residential vs. commercial), the type of right of way acquisition being purchased (e.g., 
easement or fee title), etc. However, in general, DOT has concluded that right of way 
acquisition costs have declined between approximately 30% and 60% since 2008. 
DOT is recommending using the low end of this range i.e., 30% at this time for 
purposes of calculating any reduction in cost of TIM Fee projects. This is a 
conservative estimate which DOT believes is appropriate until which time that DOT can 
review all CIP project cost estimates in more detail, including the right of way 
acquisition estimates. (This more thorough review will take place as part of the annual 
2012 CIP update process.) 
 
Because right of way acquisition costs are just one component of a project’s total cost, 
to arrive at an average overall percentage reduction that could be applied to the entire 
TIM Fee Program, DOT took the 30% reduction in right of way acquisition costs 
(described above), and multiplied it by 11.9% (the percentage that right of way costs in 
the TIM Fee Program) to arrive at an overall reduction of approximately 4%. Note: 
11.9% is the right of way acquisition cost component of the13.4% figure for total right of 
way costs in the analysis of 30 DOT CIP projects. The 13.4% includes 1.5% for labor 
costs associated with right of way acquisitions; DOT does not believe labor cost 
estimates should be reduced as part of the ROW analysis because these costs have 
not gone down. Reference the chart on the next page. 
 
Conclusion 
Based on the above analysis, DOT proposes to reduce the total costs of most of the 
projects in the TIM Fee Program by 4%. (Note that not all project costs can be reduced 
because some projects’ right of way acquisitions have been completed, or they have 
had their estimates recently reviewed and updated based on recent appraisals or 
acquisitions.) 
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CCERC’s Discussion of Cost Estimate Reductions for 
Right of Way Acquisition Costs 
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DRAFT 

11-18-11 

Capital Improvement Program (CIP)  

Cost Estimate Review Committee Right of Way (ROW) 

 Costs Summary Only.  

 

ROW COSTS EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 

The Cost Estimate Review Committee (Cost Committee) was provided information by County Staff, 
which were based upon total costs comparison for ROW acquisition costs. Actual costs comparison of 
each type of land use and easements costs comparisons were not analyzed.  The Cost Committee felt that 
total cost comparison would provide similar results if we were to analyze each of the land uses and 
easements costs.  The detail information on how the Cost Committee determined these percentages are 
outlined in the analysis section of this summary. 

Based upon what has been provided to the Cost Committee to date. We would recommend that the ROW 
acquisition portion of the CIP/TIM fee program (10.4%) be reduced by 48%. In summary, the 10.4% 
associated with the ROW acquisition (purchase) should be reduced to 5% (10.4 X .48 = 5).  The Cost 
Committee approximated that this adjustment appears to equate to a TIM fee reduction of a net 3% of the 
Program.  

It should be noted that Staff has indicated to the Cost Committee the ROW soft costs could be estimated 
at 4% of the total hard costs. If this is the case and data can be provided to justify this 4%, the ROW 
acquisition portion of the CIP/TIM fee program would then be (9.4%) and then reduced by 48%. The 
9.4% associated with the ROW acquisition (purchase) could be reduced to 4.5% (9.4% X .48 = 4.5%).   

BACKGROUND: 

On March 24, 2011 a kick off meeting was set up by the El Dorado County Department of Transportation 
(DOT) to investigate and review the cost estimates in the Capital Improvement Projects.  DOT proposed 
to work with the CIP Cost Estimate Review Committee (Cost Committee) in reviewing the CIP cost 
estimates for accuracy. 

The purpose for this process was to ensure that the CIP project cost estimates are of high quality and more 
importantly reflect current and accurate costs. In addition, this process would promote understanding and 
appreciation for the complexities and requirements for cost estimating for public improvements and 
recommend new tools and techniques to improve DOT’s estimating capabilities. 

DOT staff and their roles will include responsibilities and deliverables associated with a third party 
review of the detailed cost estimates for the projects proposed for the 2011 CIP projects as well as 
completed CIP projects. More specifically the Cost Committee concentrated on the TIM fee projects that 
are part of the 2011 overall CIP program. 

Bob Slater and Matt Smeltzer and their associated Project Managers would be called upon to answer all 
projects within the 10 year CIP. While Craig McKibbin is the overall coordinator for this effort and his 
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planning team developed all the “Future” projects beyond the 10 year CIP, Steve Kooyman and Claudia 
Wade have now taken on Mr. McKibbin’s role since his retirement. 

DOT provided information and necessary backup to the Cost Committee. Access to this information was 
available through appropriate links set up by DOT staff.  

At the kick-off meeting the Cost Committee and DOT staff agreed that it made no sense to look at all of 
the CIP projects and that the Cost Committee should initially look at a representative sample of projects. 
DOT provided a list of those projects to the group. (See attachment). 

At our April 14, 2011 meeting, the Cost Committee had reviewed the list of projects that DOT staff had 
provided at the March 24, 2011 meeting at which time the Cost Committee agreed to do preliminary 
reviews on 13 projects. Some of the discussion points from that meeting were; should the Cost Committee 
adjust all the CIP projects per the current Caltrans cost index? Should they review soft costs, right of way 
costs and construction costs occur at the same time or individually? The Cost Committee agreed to first 
review the hard construction costs only. 

At the meeting there were 6 projects the Cost Committee requested County Staff to provide information 
on the soft costs and ROW acquisition costs. Staff was asked to provide this information at the following 
meeting. 

At our May 5, 2011 DOT provided the Cost Committee the description of categories and was provided 
one project’s full multi-year cost summary for the group to go over and to understand the different soft 
costs and ROW costs categories. Some of the questions that came out to this meeting were: What number 
or percentage are we going to apply for soft costs on future projects?  We can calculate historic numbers, 
but are these reasonable? How do we determine if soft costs are reasonable?  

The Cost Committee agreed that Right of way acquisition costs should be looked at and accounted for 
separately from the soft costs.  

At the May 26, 2011 meeting, the Cost Committee was provided a hand out on cost analysis that uses the 
“Project Updating Guidelines for 2011” and come back at the next meeting on 
suggestions/recommendations on how to deal with soft costs. A sample of 30 projects (Exhibit B) were 
handed out that summarized where soft, ROW and hard costs including the task and descriptions.  

The Cost Committee specifically asked Staff to dig out actual ROW costs and estimates for completed 
projects so the Cost Committee can take a look and compares them to the past Engineer’s estimates. 

At the July 14, 2011 meeting, the Cost Committee was provided with 9 projects in the past 3 years that 
have acquired ROW that were either constructed or currently under construction. In addition, the Silva 
Valley Interchange ROW acquisition costs and appraisal should be coming in within the next few months. 
This would provide the Cost Committee a more current assessment of ROW land costs.  

One of the recommendations was to compare the cost per square foot between the Engineer’s estimate 
and the actual costs, then reduce the ROW acquisition costs by that percentage difference. 

At the August 11, 2011 meeting, the Staff provided some ROW costs 9 projects. (See Exhibit A)  Once 
again the Cost Committee felt that the group should wait until we see what the Silva Valley Interchange 
(SVI) ROW costs are as compared to the Engineer’s estimate.  

At the November 2, 2011 meeting, the SVI project had an initial estimate of $14.6 million estimated and 
based upon the current appraisals in accordance to DOT Staff, a revised conservative estimate is around 
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$7 million. In addition Saratoga ROW provided a high end in terms of ROW costs and documentation by 
Staff was to be sent to the Cost Committee. 

ANALYSIS: 

The ROW Cost Committee has taken the 9 project sampling and reviewed this information. Based upon 
the 9 projects the Cost Committee eliminated 4 of the 9 projects for analysis. The reason for was the lack 
of information for those projects. Three of the projects were completed in 2010 and the estimated ROW 
costs were based upon appraisal information at the time the estimates were done and therefore, were not a 
good sampling for a comparison. The 4th project had no estimate for 2008.  

When the 4 projects were removed the actual costs as compared to the Engineer’s estimates from 2008 
came in on average +/-44% less than the Engineer’s estimate. (See Exhibit A) Based upon the sampling 
of the 5 projects that provided a better comparison to the Engineer’s estimates, the Cost Committee 
determined that the Engineer’s Estimated ROW acquisition costs at $489,000 with the actual ROW costs 
at $273,000 (56%). This would be a 44% overestimate on the ROW Costs. These were based upon 2008 
numbers and not the peak costs for ROW in 2005 and 2006. 

Based upon information provided by Staff at the November 2, 2011 on the SVI appraisal costs with some 
contingency the Engineer’s estimates the $7 million would be safe to assume for ROW acquisition. The 
Engineer’s previous estimates was $14.6 million, this is 52% less than the Engineer’s estimate. (See 
Exhibit B) 

With the economic situation in the area today, land costs are significantly less than they were in 2005 and 
2006 at their peak. Based upon the Staff sampling and the most current appraisals on SVI it is apparent 
that this is the case.  

Information provided to the Cost Committee on May 26, 2011, the 30 sampling projects in the program 
approximately 13.4% is associated with ROW costs. Of the 13.4% (See Exhibit C) approximately 2.5% is 
associated with ROW Soft Costs. However, based upon the November 2, 2011 meeting Staff felt that 3% 
is a more conservative number to use for ROW soft costs.  Therefore approximately 10.4% (14.4 -3 = 
10.4) of the CIP/TIM programs appears to be spent on ROW acquisition costs. 

It should be noted that Staff has indicated to the Cost Committee the ROW soft costs could be estimated 
at 4% of the total hard costs. If this is the case and data can be provided to justify this 4%, the ROW 
acquisition portion of the CIP/TIM fee program would then be (9.4%) and then reduced by 48%. The 
9.4% associated with the ROW acquisition (purchase) could be reduced to 4.5% (9.4% X .48 = 4.5%).   

Based upon what has been provided to the Cost Committee to date. We would recommend that the ROW 
acquisition portion of the CIP/TIM fee program (10.4%) be reduced (44 + 52)/2 = 48%.  In summary, the 
10.4% associated with the ROW acquisition (purchase) should be reduced to 5%.  The Cost Committee 
approximated that this adjustment appears to equate to a TIM fee reduction of a net 3% of the Program. 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS: 

The following is the Cost Committee’s conclusion and recommendations: 

Based upon what has been provided to the Cost Committee to date. We would recommend that the ROW 
acquisition portion of the CIP/TIM fee program (10.4%) be reduced (44 + 52)/2 = 48%.  In summary, the 
10.4% associated with the ROW acquisition (purchase) should be reduced to 5%.  The Cost Committee 
approximated that this adjustment appears to equate to a TIM fee reduction of a net 3% of the Program. 
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It should be noted that Staff has indicated to the Cost Committee the ROW soft costs could be estimated 
at 4% of the total hard costs. If this is the case and data can be provided to justify this 4%, the ROW 
acquisition portion of the CIP/TIM fee program would then be (9.4%) and then reduced by 48%. The 
9.4% associated with the ROW acquisition (purchase) could be reduced to 4.5% (9.4% X .48 = 4.5%).   
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